The DCC provide a cost-benefit case to
the Finance Sub-Committee and Panel for
proposals outside of the SEC Modification
process incurring costs of up to £500,000

The DCC

The DCC consult with DCC Users on
proposals incurring costs of more than
£500,000, with a full and accurate
business-case

SEC Panel
Panel approve/endorse or reject the costbenefit case of DCC’s proposal based on
the feedback and recommendation they
have received from the Finance SubCommittee

SEC Finance SubCommittee

TABASC
Provide the Finance Sub-Committee with a
technical view of the cost-benefit case of the
DCC’s proposal

DCC Cost
Assessment

Finance Sub-Committee to provide their
assessment of DCC costs to the Panel
along with a recommendation as to
whether or not to approve/endorse the
cost-benefit case of DCC’s proposal

Optional
input

SEC Operations
Group
Optional
input

DCC Users
DCC Users provide approval for the SEC Finance Sub-Committee to assess the costbenefit case of DCC proposals outside of the SEC Modification process of up to
£500,000 on their behalf

DCC Users provide approval for the SEC Panel to approve/endorse DCC’s proposals
outside of the SEC Modification process incurring costs of up to £500,000 on their
behalf, following such a recommendation from the Finance Sub-Committee

Provide the Finance Sub-Committee with an
operational view of the cost-benefit case of
DCC’s proposal

The Authority

SEC Panel
Finance Sub-Committee to provide their
Price Control log to the SEC Panel for any
areas that may require address or
escalation, and SEC Panel or Finance SubCommittee to liaise with The Authority
accordingly

TABASC
Provide the Finance Sub-Committee with the
results of the Effectiveness Review Survey
such that this can be used by the Finance SubCommittee to form a ‘User View’ of DCC
Services that can be included within their
Price Control log and/or their Price Control
consultation response

Price
Control
Log

Finance Sub-Committee to provide a
‘User View’ consultation response to the
Price Control consultation, based on the
information that they have received from
DCC Users, TABASC and the SEC
Operations Group

SEC Finance SubCommittee

Price
log is
to DCC

Control
available
Users

DCC Users

SEC Operations
Group
Provide the Finance Sub-Committee with the
results of each Performance Measurement
Report (including the necessary
correction/inaccuracies) to record in their
Price Control log, such that the information is
captured in a timely and detailed fashion and
can thus be used by the Finance SubCommittee to form a ‘User View’ of DCC
Performance that can be included within their
Price Control log and/or their Price Control
consultation response

DCC Users can provide potential Price Control candidates* to the
Finance Sub-Committee to record in their Price Control log, such
that the information is captured in a timely and detailed fashion
and can thus be used to form an accurate ‘User View’ of ‘value
for money’ with regard to DCC Costs
* Price Control candidates are DCC Costs, Projects or Service Performance that Users believe ought to be captured alongside their view thereof, and/or Price Control risks that can be provided for the Authority to accommodate within their Price
Control determinations

